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We dis uss the intera ting f (T ) gravity with pressureless matter in an FRW spa etime. We onstru t an f (T )
model by following the orresponden e s heme in orporating a re ently developed pilgrim dark energy model
and taking the Hubble horizon as the IR uto. We use onstru ted model to dis uss the evolution traje tories
of the equation-of-state parameter, the !T !T phase plane, and state-nder parameters in the evolving universe. It is found that the equation-of-state parameter gives a phantom era of the a elerated universe for some
parti ular range of the pilgrim parameter. The !T !T plane represents freezing regions only for an intera ting
framework, while the CDM limit is attained in the state-nder plane. We also investigate the rst and se ond
laws of thermodynami s assuming equal temperatures at and inside the horizon in this s enario. Due to the
violation of the rst law of thermodynami s in f (T ) gravity, we explore the behavior of the entropy produ tion
term. The validity of a generalized se ond law of thermodynami s depends on the present-day value of the
Hubble parameter.
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gravity has been studied extensively in appli ation to
many phenomena, e. g., the a elerated expansion of
the universe [3℄, the orresponden e (via quintessen e,
ta hyon, K -essen e, and dilaton s alar elds) arried
out to dis uss the dynami s of s alar elds as well
as s alar potentials [4, 5℄ and to distinguish the f (T )
model from the CDM model, state-nder diagnosti s in a spe i f (T ) model [6℄, validity/violation of
the rst and se ond laws of thermodynami s using the
Wald entropy, orre ted-entropy versions and magneti
eld s enarios [79℄, and many more.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is in reasing eviden e of dark energy (DE)
over the last few years, whi h is assumed to be responsible for the a elerated expansion of the universe.
This has been onrmed by a variety of observational
onstraints in the framework of dierent observational
s hemes [1℄. The standard osmology has been remarkably su essful, but there remain some serious unresolved issues in luding the sear h for the best DE andidate. The origin and nature of DE is still unknown exept in some parti ular ranges of the equation-of-state
(EoS) parameter ! . In the absen e of any solid argument in favor of a DE andidate, various approa hes
have been adopted su h as dynami al DE models, and
modied and higher-dimensional gravities.
The f (T ) theory of gravity [2℄ (the generalized
teleparallel gravity, with T being the torsion s alar)
attra ted many people to explore it in dierent osmologi al s enarios. This theory deals with torsion via
the Weitzenbö k onne tion (having zero urvature)
instead of the Levi-Civita onne tion in general relativity, whi h is responsible for urvature. The f (T )
* E-mail:
** E-mail:

The sear h for a viable DE model is the basi key
leading to the re onstru tion phenomenon, parti ularly
in modied theories of gravity. The orresponding energy densities are ompared to onstru t the modied
fun tion in the underlying gravity. In this manner, the
family of holographi re onstru tion of DE models attains a signi ant pla e in dis ussing the a elerated
expansion of the universe. Dierent f (T ) models were
re onstru ted via holographi DE (HDE) and new agegraphi DE (original and entropy orre ted) models
in [10℄. The authors on luded that the orresponding EoS parameter gives onsistent results in entropyorre ted models. In [11℄, an f (T ) model orresponding
to the HDE model was obtained in a slightly dierent
way. The authors found that the re onstru ted model
gives the phantom behavior as well as a uni ation of
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Equations (3) and (4) an be rewritten in terms of the
usual Friedmann equations as

(1)

where m2p = (8 G ) 1 is the redu ed Plan k mass with
G being the gravitational onstant,
h

12H 2fT + f = 2mp 2 ;
(12H 2 + 4H_ )fT f = 2mp 2 p:

_ + 3H ( + p)

The a tion for f (T ) gravity [2℄ is dened as

Lm );

2Æ T  ℄;

Here,  and p denote the total energy density and pressure of the universe, satisfying the energy onservation
equation

2.1. The eld equations
d4 xh(f (T ) +

 ha );

where a(t) is a s ale fa tor. This leads to the expression for the torsion s alar T = 6H 2 , where H = a_ =a
is the Hubble parameter and a dot represents the time
derivative. The orresponding modied eld equations
are

and its eld equations, and then onstru t the pilgrim

Z

= ha ( ha

whi h are used to dene the torsion s alar as T =
 S  .
= T

For a spatially at FriedmannRobertsonWalker
(FRW) universe, a straightforward hoi e of the tetrad
is
ha = diag(1; a(t); a(t); a(t));

f (T ) model via the orresponden e s heme.

2

(2)

where fT
the
energymomentum tensor of perfe t uid. The antisymmetri torsion and superpotential tensors are

f (T ) GRAVITY AND PILGRIM DE MODEL
In this se tion, we rst briey dis uss f (T ) gravity

S = m2p
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where ab = diag(1; 1; 1; 1) is the Minkowski spa e
metrix, the indi es (a; b) represent tangent spa e oordinates, (;  ) are the oordinate indi es on the manifold, and all these indi es range 0; 1; 2; 3. The variation
of a tion (1) with respe t to the tetrad yields the eld
equations

DE and dark matter. In [12℄, the re onstru tion s heme
was extended to a general (m; n)-type HDE in f (T ) as
well as f (R) gravity. The viability and osmography of
the obtained models were also dis ussed there.
Holographi DE has been attributed to the formation of bla k holes. Re ent observations regarding the
a elerating expansion of the universe are in favor of
a phantom-dominated universe with no expe tation of
bla k holes. The idea of pilgrim DE (PDE) having the
key point of a phantom-like universe to prevent the
bla k hole formation was proposed in [13℄. Re ently,
the behavior of intera ting PDE models orresponding
to the Hubble, event, and onformal age of the universe via dierent osmologi al parameters su h as EoS,
! ! 0 and state-nders was analyzed in [14℄. The authors found onsistent results for positive and negative
values of the PDE parameter for these parameters.
In this paper, we onstru t the pilgrim f (T ) model
via the re onstru tion s heme and explore the EoS parameter, the !T !T0 phase plane, and state-nder parameters. We also investigate thermodynami laws for
this model in f (T ) gravity for same temperature of the
universe. This paper is arranged as follows. In Se . 2,
we briey des ribe f (T ) gravity and its eld equations,
and onstru t a pilgrim f (T ) model. Se tion 3 is devoted to examining the evolution traje tories of some
osmologi al parameters. The validity of rst and se ond laws of thermodynami s is investigated in this s enario in Se . 4. In the last se tion, we summarize the
results.
2.

òîì
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where m is the matter ontribution of energy density
with pressureless matter (pm = 0), and torsion ontributions T and pT take the form

where g is the determinant of metri oe ients, ha
is the tetrad eld, and Lm is the Lagrangian density of matter in the universe. The tetrad eld ha
is related to the metri tensor as g = ab ha hb ,

T
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A new form of Q was introdu ed in [18℄ as
f
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Q
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The nature and properties of DE and dark matter
onstitute one of the entral problems in modern astrophysi s. Dark energy as the most dominant omponent
in the energy budget of the universe, having the possibility of nongravitational oupling to other omponents
of the universe, in parti ular, to dark matter. This oupling results in modifying the ba kground evolution of
the dark se tor, permitting any type of intera tion to
be onstrained. There is no serious eviden e presented
up to now against this oupling. Here, we assume that
pressureless matter ( old dark matter) intera ts with
the torsion omponent [15℄, and the orresponding nononservation equations are given by
_ m + 3Hm

= Q;
_ T + 3HT (1 + !T ) = Q;

!T



= 3dHm ;

Q = 3dHde ;

(12)
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(13)

In what follows, we adopt the re onstru tion s enario
to nd a viable f (T ) model to dis uss the evolution of
this parameter.

2.2. Pilgrim f (T ) model
A well-known model was proposed in [19℄ as a possible andidate for DE with the help of an energy density
bound named the HDE. To a hieve the ompatibility
with an ee tive lo al quantum eld, a relation between the ultraviolet (short-distan e) and infrared (IR)
(long-distan e) utos was given in [20℄ on the basis of
limit set by the formation of a bla k hole. That is,
for the quantum zero-point energy density  (whi h is
the result of a short-distan e uto), the total energy
in a region of size L should not ex eed the mass of a
bla k hole of the same size, whi h requires the largest
value of L to saturate this pro ess. This is given by
 = 3 2 m2p L 2 , where is the holographi onstant
and L is the IR uto. Several hoi es of L have been
proposed to distinguish dierent DE models within the
holographi family su h as Hubble, apparent, and event
horizons, GrandaOliveros uto [21℄, and so on.
Observations predi t a phantom-like universe that
undergoes a big-rip singularity (where all gravitationally bound obje ts are disrupted). On the other hand,
the idea of an energy density bound ame into being
with the help of bla k hole formation in quantum gravity. It was found in many attempts that the bla k hole
mass approa hes zero or be omes zero when a phantomlike uid a retes onto the bla k hole [22℄. It would
therefore be interesting to sear h for an appropriate
phantom-like DE model that prevents the formation
of bla k holes. This motivated Wei [13℄ to propose a
phantom-like DE model alled the pilgrim DE (PDE)
model. This model inherits a strong repulsive for e in

(10)
(11)

where !T = pT =T is the EoS parameter for the intera ting f (T ) gravity and Q represents the intera tion
term that ex hanges the energy between the torsion
omponent and pressureless matter. In general, Q an
be an arbitrary fun tion of the energy densities of DE
and pressureless matter as well as the Hubble parameter. Commonly, it indu es simple hoi es of intera tion
[15, 16℄ su h as
Q

m ):

As the universe evolves from the de elerated to a elerated regime, this intera tion term hanges its sign from
negative to positive. Also, this form remains onsistent
from the thermodynami standpoint. Using Eqs. (7),
(9), and (12) in (11) and after some mathemati al manipulations, we obtain the EoS parameter as

In terms of fra tional energy densities, the rst equation in Eq. (6) an be expressed as

1=

= 3dH (de

Q = 3dH (m +de );

where d is the oupling onstant (intera tion parameter). Some of these intera tions are used for mathemati al simpli ity, while others have been proposed within
some phenomenologi al approa hes. The ase d = 0
represents the nonintera ting s enario. The sign of d
is important in the sense that it reveals an ex hange of
energy: d > 0 implies that DE de ays in dark matter,
while d < 0 means that dark matter de omposes into
DE. The positive oupling onstant is favorable for the
validity of thermodynami laws. However, it was observed in [17℄ that Q must hange its sign during the
evolution of the universe from the de eleration to a eleration phase. Unfortunately, these hoi es for Q do
not hange their signs during the evolution, and this
requires new intera ting terms.
89
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order to prevent the formation of bla k holes. The PDE
has the form
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1:

1

−4

where 1 is an arbitrary onstant, whi h an be determined in terms of boundary ondition. It was argued
in [25℄ that the gravitational onstant G is repla ed by
an ee tive one in the nonlinear f (T ) gravity (in view
of Eq. (13)). In this regard, the present-day value of G
should be re overed from its ee tive value for a linear
f (T ), whi h yields fT (T0 ) = 1. Here, T0 = 6H02 and
H0 is the present-day value of the Hubble parameter.
Inserting the value of the rst derivative of (15) in this
ondition, we found

1=

0

−1

ωT
−2

−10

u=2 2 m2 u
p

d=0
0.5
1.0

1

T ) 1 =2 +

61
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ωT
2

where  and u are dimensionless onstants. We use this
model to obtain a viable f (T ) model under the re onstru tion s heme. We note that dierent versions of the
holographi family have been studied in f (T ) gravity
to investigate more feasible results for the a elerating
expansion of the universe.
We here assume Hubble horizon L = 1=H as the
IR uto to nd an f (T ) model using Eq. (14). It
was shown in [23℄ that the hoi e of the Hubble horizon as an IR uto in general relativity yields the same
evolution of DE and dark matter (pressureless matter)
and is therefore in ompatible with the present status of
the universe. However, with the passage of time, this
de ien y has been resolved with the in lusion of an
intera ting s enario [24℄. By imposing the orresponden e of energy densities,  = T , we obtain the f (T )
model with
f (T ) = T

òîì

4

5

6
u

Plot of the EoS parameter !T versus u for the
pilgrim f (T ) model

3.1. The equation-of-state parameter
We explore the evolution of the EoS parameter for
the pilgrim f (T ) model in intera ting as well as nonintera ting s enarios. Inserting Eq. (15) in (13), we have
!T

= 2 2u


T

u

1



d

1

m
T



:

(17)

Its graph versus the PDE parameter u for dierent values of the intera tion parameter d is shown in Fig. 1.
We assume d = 0, 0.5, 1 and the present-day values of
fra tional energy densities m = 0:27 and T = 0:73.
We plot !T versus two ranges of u similarly to the ase
in general relativity [14℄, i. e., 2:5  u  2:5 and
3  u  6 in the upper and bottom panels in Fig. 1.
Initially, the EoS parameter represents a phantom region of the universe for u < 0 for all values of d, as
shown in the upper panel. As u in reases, it rosses
the phantom barrier !T = 1 for d = 0; 0:5; 1 at the
respe tive value u = 0; 0:5; 1. Thus, the EoS parameter
for the pilgrim f (T ) model goes toward quintessen e region and onverges to the matter-dominated universe
for 0 < u < 2:5. On the other hand, in the bottom

(16)

The holographi s enario be omes a physi ally viable
model when the intera tion between DE and dark matter is taken into a ount [26℄. In this respe t, the pilgrim f (T ) model may provide the viability in intera tion with old dark matter.
3. SOME COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

Here, we examine the evolution of the EoS parameter, the behavior of !T
!T0 , and the limit of the
CDM model using state-nder pair for the pilgrim
f (T ) model in an intera ting s enario.
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panel for u > 3, the evolution of the EoS parameter
always stays in the phantom region of the universe.
Thus, the a elerating expansion of the universe onsistent with the observations is analyzed for the ranges
u < 0 and u > 3 in intera ting as well as nonintera ting
s enarios.

An !T

!T
1:5
0



0:5

!T analysis

= (2 u6 )2 
T
 
u

u

1

d(1

d( T



m
T

m

 

d

0:5
1:0

0

Here, we address the ! ! 0 phase plane (where ! 0
indi ates the derivative of the EoS parameter with respe t to ln a) in order to elaborate the dynami al properties of the PDE model in f (T ) gravity. This phase
plane was introdu ed in [27℄ in analyzing the evolving behavior of the quintessen e DE model. The authors of [27℄ found that the area o upied by this DE
model in the phase plane an be devided into thawing (! 0 > 0 when ! < 0) and freezing regions (! 0 < 0
when ! < 0). The ! ! 0 analysis has attra ted many
resear hers for analyzing the dynami al behavior of different DE models su h as quintom [28℄, phantom [29℄,
quintessen e [30℄, HDE [31℄, PDE [14℄ and so on.
Taking the derivative of Eq. (17) with respe t to
ln a, we obtain
!T0

d=0

1:0



) [

)℄ + d(2

1

2
m
2
T



T !T

(

u T)

+ !T

T


m
T

0
1:8

Fig. 2.

1:4

1:2

1:0

!T

!T for the pilgrim f (T ) model

Plot of !T

0

annot dierentiate between DE models. For this purpose, two new parameters alled state-nders were introdu ed in [32℄ as
...

r

a

= aH 3 ;

s

= 3(qr 11=2) :

(19)

The parameter r an also be written in terms of q
as r = 2q 2 + q q 0 . These parameters exhibit wellknown regions in the s r plane; for example, (r; s) =
= (1; 0); (1; 1) show the CDM and CDM limits, while
the regions (s > 0 and r < 1) orrespond to the phantom and quintessen e DE. Also, these parameters distinguish dierent DE models from the CDM model
and the orresponding r s plane provides the distan e
of a given DE model from the CDM limit.
The expressions for a state-nder pair for the pilgrim f (T ) model are

1)


:

1:6

(18)

The plot of !T0 with respe t to !T for the pilgrim
f (T ) model is shown in Fig. 2, whi h indi ates that
this model meets the CDM model only in the intera ting ase d = 0:5. However, the present values are
!T0 = 0:1; 0:1 with respe t to the value !T = 1 for
d = 0; 1. It is also observed that the !T
!T0 plane
represents the thawing (in the nonintera ting and intera ting ases) and freezing regions (in the intera ting
ase only).

= 1 32 T !T0 + 29 !T [ T (!T +1)+d(
d
!T0
s = 1 + !T
m );
3! + ( T
r

T

T

T

)℄

m ;

(20)
(21)

where !T and !T0 are given in Eqs. (17) and (18). The
plot of state-nder parameters is shown in Fig. 3 with
the same assumptions for the osmologi al parameters.
This shows that the traje tories of s r in the nonintera ting and intera ting ases meet the CDM limit.
The traje tories also oin ide with the behavior of the
Chaplygin gas model (where s < 0 and r > 1). The
quintessen e and phantom DE regions are also obtained
in this s r plane in the nonintera ting and intera ting
ases. We note that the s r plane of the PDE model in
f (T ) gravity is the ombination of all possible existing
well-known regions, whi h is an interesting feature.

3.3. State-nder diagnosti s
Many DE models have been proposed in order to explain the a elerating expansion of the universe. However a sensitive test is required, whi h an dierentiate between these models. The Hubble and de eler_ 2) are geometri al parameters
ation (q = 1 H=H
that provide the expansion history of the universe but
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For a at FRW spa etime, it redu es to the Hubble
horizon. Using Eq. (22) in the time derivative of the
_ A , yields
Hubble horizon, R_ A = H HR

s
2

fT dRA

4G

d=0
0.5
1.0

−4
−20
Fig. 3.

0

−10

10

20

r

30

Plot of state-nders for the pilgrim f (T )
model

S

TA dS

fT T ;

TA

R_ A

= 2R

A

1 2HR
A

= 4H (m + T + pT )RA3 dt

2

(28)

= 3m2p H 2 fT V = (m + T )V;
= (4=3)RA3 is the volume inside the horizon.

where V
Its rst derivative takes the form
dE

(23)

= 4H (m + T + pT )RA3 dt +
+ 4(m + T )RA2 dRA + R2GA dfT :

(29)

By ombining Eqs. (28) and (29), it follows that
(24)

TA dS

=

dE

+ 2RA2 (m + T

pT ) dRA

+

+ R2GA (1 + 2RA TA ) dfT :

whi h implies the non onservation equation be ause
fT T 6= 0 in a nonequilibrium system. We assume here
that the boundary of the universe is overed by the dynami al apparent horizon RA [36℄ for whi h the Hawking temperature is given by

1

: (27)

E

The orresponding ontinuity equation yields

2

dt

The MisnerSharp energy (E = RA =2G in general relativity) an be modied a ordingly as E =
= RA fT =2G . For the Hubble horizon, it be omes

m2

m2p T

dfT

2(m + T + pT ) dRA + RG A TA dfT :

= 3m12 f (m + T );
p T
(22)
1 ( +  + p );
_H =
2m2p fT m T T
where T and pT are the redened torsion ontributions

+ 3H (T + pT ) =

(26)

Introdu ing the Hawking temperature in this equation
yields

H2

_T


T
= Af
4G ;

1 dS
3 RA
2RA dt = 4H (m + T + pT )RA + 2G

In this se tion, we dis uss the nonequilibrium des ription [7, 33℄ of the rst and se ond laws of thermodynami s in f (T ) gravity. Sin e this gravity is not
lo ally Lorentz invariant, there alway exists extra degrees of freedom leading to the violation of the rst
law of thermodynami s [34, 35℄. The system does not
remain in equilibrium, whi h results in an entropy produ tion term. To nd this term, we rewrite Eqs. (3)
and (4) for onvenien e as follows

= 2p (T fT f );
m2p
pT =
2 (4HfT T T fT + f ):

(25)

whi h is also onrmed by a matter density perturbation through Geff . Taking time derivative of this
equation and using (25), we obtain

4. THERMODYNAMICS

T

= H (m + T + pT )RA3 :

In modied theories of gravity [37℄, the horizon
entropy S is alled the Wald entropy (related to the
Noether harge method) and is expressed as S =
= A=4Geff . Here, Geff = G =f 0 is the ee tive gravitational oupling, f 0 is the derivative of f with respe t
2 is the
to the orresponding argument, and A = 4RA
area of the horizon. The Wald entropy in f (T ) gravity
is given by

0

−2

dt

(30)

With the help of the energymomentum tensor relation, the work density an be dened as [38℄
W

!

:

92

= 21 (Tm g + TT g ) ) W =
= 12 (m + T

pT ):

(31)
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in the range 1 < u < 2, and turns out to be negative
otherwise. Thus, the pilgrim f (T ) model takes dierent ranges of the model parameter u for the validity of
the rst law of thermodynami s. The teleparallel gravity may be re overed with the passage of time for some
ranges of u if S_ p de reases and approa hes zero. It is
argued in [7℄ that with this type of behavior, entropy
produ tion is not a permanent phenomenon.
Finally, we investigate the validity of the generalized se ond law of thermodynami s in this s enario. If
we examine the in reasing behavior of the total entropy
of the horizon (whi h in ludes the horizon entropy in
addition to the entropy of total matter), it implies the
validity of the generalized se ond law of thermodynami s. The Gibbs equation for the entropy of total matter
inside the horizon is given by

Using this expression in Eq. (30) and rearranging, we
nally obtain
TA dS

+ TAdSp =

dE

+ W dV;

(32)

where the additional term dSp is identied as the entropy produ tion term in the nonequilibrium des ription of the thermodynami s in f (T ) gravity. It has the
general form
dSp

A
= 2R
(1 + 2RA TA ) dfT =
TA G
_
= 6G 8HT + T _ dfT :
T (4HT + T )

(33)

It is obvious that this additional term vanishes for
teleparallel gravity (f (T ) = T ), the same as in the ase
of general relativity.
To investigate the behavior of the entropy produ tion term for the pilgrim f (T ) model, we take the se ond derivative of (15),
fT T


u2 m2 u H02

= 24(u p 1)

+ uu 12 H u
H3

TA dSin



Using this expression in Eq. (33), we have
dSp
dt

(35)

Here, we assume the same temperature inside and outside the apparent horizon [7, 33℄. Combining Eqs. (22),
(32), and (35), we express the time derivative of the total entropy of the horizon as

4 :

_ _
u2 m2 u
= 6G (8HT + T )_T fT T = 2G (u p 1) 
T (4HT + T )
_H (4H 2 + H_ )  H02 u 2 u 5 

:
+ u 1H
H4
2H 2 + H_

= d(V T )+pT dV = V dt+(T +pT ) dV:

S_

_2
+ S_ p + S_ in = 2GHH 4 fT :

(36)

For the pilgrim f (T ) model in this equation, the nal
expression be omes
(34)

S_

It is observed that for the universe expanding with a eleration, H 2  H_ > 0. Moreover, the phantom-like
a elerating expansion of the universe orresponds to
_ > 0, while for negative H_ , quintessen e-like behavH
ior of the universe is obtained. The behavior of S_ p in
the evolving universe depends on the signs of H_ and u.
We note that u 6= 1 in this ase, whereas u = 0 gives
a vanishing entropy produ tion term that orresponds
to the teleparallel gravity.
In the phantom-like a elerating universe, we observe that S_ p > 0 for u < 0 and u > 2, while the
range 0 < u < 1 represents the de reasing entropyprodu tion term. For the range 1 < u < 2, the behavior
of the entropy produ tion term depends on the strength
of the involved terms, implying that S_ p > 0 if the rst
term dominates over the se ond term in Eq. (34), and
S_ p < 0 otherwise. A similar but inverted behavior is
observed for a quintessen e-like a elerated expanding
universe, i. e., S_ p < 0 for u < 0 and 2 < u, and the
range 0 < u < 1 orresponds to S_ p > 0. The time
derivative of the entropy produ tion term be omes positive if the rst term is dominated by the se ond one

_2
+ S_ p + S_ in = 2GHH 4 +

u2 m2 u

+ 4G (u p1)H 5 (H0u

1

Hu

1 ): (37)

This equation implies that the generalized se ond law
of thermodynami s is satised for the present-day value
of the Hubble parameter with u > 0, u 6= 1 regardless
the sign of H_ .
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have studied the intera ting f (T ) gravity with
pressureless matter in an FRW universe using the reonstru tion s heme to dis uss the evolution of the universe. For this purpose, we have used a re ently proposed PDE model having a strong repulsive for e in order to take the universe to big-rip singularity without
formation of bla k holes. The Hubble horizon is taken
as the IR uto, whi h gives onsistent results with intera tion. To dis uss the pilgrim f (T ) model, we have
investigated the evolution traje tories of the EoS parameter, the !T !T0 phase plane, and the state-nder
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parameters. For three values of the intera tion parameter d = 0; 0:5; 1, the parameter !T versus the PDE parameter u represents onsistent results for an a elerating universe (Fig. 1). In this regard, we have obtained
two ranges of u, i. e., u < 0 and u > 3 for both intera ting and nonintera ting ba kgrounds. These ranges
indi ate a phantom-dominated universe, where no possibility exists for the formation of a bla k hole.
The evolution traje tory of the !T !T0 plane in orporating the pilgrim f (T ) model represents the CDM
limit only for d = 0:5. It yields thawing regions for
all values of the intera tion parameter and freezing
regions only in the intera ting ase. Also, the statender parameters in s r plane are found to meet all
possible existing regions (quintessen e, phantom, and
Chaplygin gas). Finally, we have investigated the validity of the rst and se ond laws of thermodynami s
in the nonequilibrium ba kground under the assumption of the same temperature of the universe. It is
found that the rst law of thermodynami s is violated
in f (T ) gravity due to the la k of lo al Lorentz invarian e, whi h results an entropy produ tion term. We
have analyzed the behavior of this entropy produ tion
term as well as the validity of the generalized se ond
law of thermodynami s for the pilgrim f (T ) model. It
is found that for a phantom-like universe (H_ > 0), the
entropy produ tion term de reases for 0 < u < 1 and
in reases for u < 0, 2 < u. However, its behavior depends on the strength of the involved terms within the
range 1 < u < 2. For a quintessen e-like universe, all
the results are inverted for the same ranges of the PDE
parameter u.
In general relativity, the PDE model provides
phantom-like behavior with a Hubble horizon only
with d = 1 for all values of the PDE parameter u [14℄.
For the pilgrim f (T ) model, the phantom-like universe
is attained for u < 0 and u > 3 in the intera ting
as well as nonintera ting ases. It is interesting to
mention here that our results are onsistent with those
in [13, 14℄ for u < 0. In the ! ! 0 analysis, the PDE
model meets the CDM limit only in the nonintera ting ase, with a freezing region in the intera ting ase,
while this limit and region are obtained only in the
intera ting ase for the pilgrim f (T ) model. The s r
plane re overs all the existing regions orresponding to
xed values of (s; r) for both models. We an he k the
osmologi al evolution and thermodynami behavior
of the pilgrim f (T ) model by taking the event horizon
as the boundary of the universe. The basi purpose
in developing the pilgrim model is to explain the fate
of bla k holes in the presen e of a large amount of
phantom energy in the universe. Thus, it would be
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an interesting and attra tive idea to onstrain model
parameters via modied theories of gravity by the
osmographi te hnique. This helps in solving many
osmologi al issues, oering a glimpse of one of the
notions (phantom energy) of the universe in the later
times.
We would like to thank the Higher Edu ation Commission, Islamabad, Pakistan for its nan ial support
through the Indigenous Ph. D. Fellowship for 5000
S holars Phase-II, Bat h-I.
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